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About This Game

Alien Breed™ Impact is an explosive science fiction arcade-shooter that resurrects a much revered franchise with an epic story,
swarms of highly intelligent alien enemies, high-impact weapons, highly detailed and rich environments; all implemented with
superb technology in a state-of-the-art gaming experience. In addition to the thrilling single-player campaign mode, the game

also offers a relentless, action-packed, online two-player co-operative battle mode.

Key Features:

Alien Breed is back! - An action-packed mix of arcade-shooter, survival-horror and tactical weapons upgrades and
customisation.
Epic single-player story mode - The single-player campaign mode that follows the narrative of the game through five
huge and challenging environments.
Single-player free-play mode - A single-player challenge mode – beat your high score on a previously completed
campaign mission.
Two-player co-operative play mode - Work together to defeat the alien horde across three specifically customised
maps.
Additional Steam online features - Quick Match, Create Game, Friends Lists, Voice Chat, Leader-boards and Co-
operative Achievements.
FREE TRIAL - The "Prologue" sample section – a specifically designed introduction to the game; play in either single-
player or two-player online co-operative mode.
NEW – Upgrades shop - Search fallen comrades and lockers to accumulate cash, and then tactically spend it on
weapons/kit upgrades in the shop.
NEW - Enemies - Re-imagined and improved Alien Breed enemies.
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Title: Alien Breed: Impact
Genre: Action
Developer:
Team17 Software Ltd.
Publisher:
Team17 Digital Ltd
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2010
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Before I explain the main reason why I do not recommend this expansion I'm going to list 2 lesser reasons.

*Faerie Market is annoying since it is always near the top of the deck and forces you to give away an object and either 1 gold, 1
fate point, or 1 life right, all at the start of the game when 99% of the time you don't have spares.
*Dark fate. The game works just fine with normal fate points, and this change just makes it more frustrating. Even using the
"Dark is Light" option doesn't get rid of it since there are still cards that allow it to be used in infuriating ways.

The main reason I do not recommend this is that the Woodland expansion grants a way to replenish lives in a way that if one
player is on the Crown of Command (with the default ending) and there is only one other player who is in the Woodland region,
they can be 100% impossible to kill. This is is how it happens:

1. You need the destiny card that forces you to move one space at a time. This card allows you to move between the same two
spaces indefinitely.
2. One of those spaces must have a card such as that has no effect when you end your turn on that space and does not get
removed from the board.
3. The other space must have Tranquil Glade, which allows you to replenish all lives.
4. The player on the Crown of Command must have no objects or spells that they can use. Since once on the Crown of
Command you cannot voluntarily move back a space, this forces you to use the Crown of Command.
5. By simply moving between the two spaces you can always heal back to your full complement of lives before the other player
can kill you. Since you can always move one space (i.e. no dice rolls) and no cards are being drawn in this situation there is
nothing to force you away from the Tranquil Glade.

The game should not be breakable in this manner. And I know it's possible because I have a game in which I'm on the Crown
and the AI is doing exactly what I have described above.. Interesting game with deep details. Funny and amusing dialogues with
NPC's. Beautiful remake of an old game, but takes a lot of time and knowledge to get around every part of it.
Overall 6/10.. I love this game. :D

Good for any person who loves tower defense games, that include a bit of extra planning!
The 3D aspect of this game can be hard to control, and can leave you a bit confused, but if you use your head, you can easily
understand the best way to control your surroundings, and keep the little things away from your base!

And just because it says "Terror", doesnt mean you have to be scared! :D. It's a snide way to claw some extra money for content
that always has been and should be in these titles for free, but - without it, the game doesn't have the impact in the battle that it
should.

There's nothing like pressing "insert" to get a unit-eye view ("K" to hide the overlay) as they charge home, following an arrow to
its mark, or zooming in so close - the full range of animations is played in the melee and it is a DLC that Shogun 2 cannot be
played without, in my opinion.

Don't try the gore mods - they're useless.

I'm recommending this, but I disapprove of the fact that it exists.. This is a fun game best suited for small children and yet quite
challenging. You control a ball and try to make it go to the other end of the platform. If you try it for the first time, most likely
you would fail. However once you get used to the controls, it is fairly easy to get all the achievements within 30 minutes.

A stress reliever game.. Very cute game. i wish i had the talent to make something like this at 8 years old! Great job. i
Recommend it!. It was a fun game to play. I liked the idea of the crests, and the fact that you didn't have to really level up or
anything - just play through the game to be at the right level for the baddies you face. The story was okay, but the characters and
the character interaction was a bit frustrating at times. I would recommend this if you like old school RPGs, but get it on sale..
Like solving Puzzles? Searching for Items amongst the endless clutter of other items?
Mystery Case Files: Ravenhearst is a classic of the mystery and hidden object Genre. For me it was the first. It made me love
playing games like these more and more.
The environment, sounds, the tension. They make you feel that you are in the game it self.
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So if you haven't played MCF:Ravenhurst or and of the MCF Games. I suggest you start right away.
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After playing through the existing content to this point (April 24th update), I have the following opinion...

TLDR: Check it out if you liked the original, but the linear story and lack of challenge will leave you wanting. I personally
would not recommend playing it in its current state, as peeking behind the curtain on the story development completely ruined
my excitement for the game.

Pros:
1. Very familiar game play to Subnautica
2. Looks gorgeous
3. Sea Truck brings some interesting potential (Snow Fox is less interesting to me given the existing Terrain, and implies above-
ground exploration is going to be a real focus of this game, which is unfortunate)

Cons:
1. Story -- this single-handedly ruins the game for me (see below)
2. No challenge -- again, hopefully this is a tuning phase to be addressed later, but at no point did it feel dangerous yet
3. Focus on above ground exploration -- despite the snow fox, above ground movement feels...static and uncomfortable.
4. Still given no reason to build a base (in fact, it's worse in Below Zero because there are many bases that already exist and the
story informs you that you can be rescued at any time, so building a semi-permanent building feels pointless.

Elaboration on story [spoilers!]:
My issue with the story is simple: I enjoyed Subnautica because I was allowed to explore on my own. I only had a the vague
intuition "just go deeper" to guide my exploration. It was exciting and compelling on it's own. I enjoyed balancing survival with
searching for survivors and uncovering the secrets of the precursors without being told exactly how to proceed. I'm not the type
to sit and read every little PDA entry, either, and I still found the logs\/radio broadcasts interesting and exciting motivation to
keep exploring.

With Below Zero, I feel like I'm playing a linear progression RPG so far (ie, being instructed to go from A to B to C), which is
not even kind of fun. For example, it's not interesting to have my sister direct me from the base station to the life pod to the
alien structure (where AL-AN is) to the bio-sample tool to the rocket. Even the unfinished hint was "Give player a reason to go
to Glacial Basin" is a further example of the fundamental problem: I don't want to be told where to go! If this is how the rest of
the story is planned, I will unlikely ever complete this game.

What's worse, is the story completely shatters the feeling that you're struggling for survival because you are literally in constant
contact with someone who can come get you at any time -- simply put, it is not as compelling as the minimalist predecessor,
especially given it's a sequel where you should be able to assume all players are intimately familiar with the concepts (story and
gameplay) from the original. Even giving the protagonist a voice itself is an awful design choice, in my opinion, as again it plays
more like a linear progression RPG instead now.

If you're like me and enjoyed Subnautica exactly because it felt open-ended in how to proceed (even if your choice was actually
a bit limited in reality, you just didn't know it the first time through), you're going to be driven nuts by the design choices for
Below Zero story. Hopefully they're still tightening things up, and\/or have some major twists coming that bring back more
familiar elements from the original. If not, it's going to be a "play once and go back to the original" kind of expansion.

I do not recommend playing this game in its current form.. I love Dead Rising 4 and I recommend you should get this game to
add to your Dead Rising collection in your Steam Library! I played over 100 Hours of this game and I am really proud of it. It
has Comedy, Horror, Open World, Action, And Frank West is Back in Willamette Colorado to see what has happened and you
must investigate. And the Mall is 4x times bigger than the one back in the first game Dead Rising the classic that started the
series back in 2006. If you play Dead Rising 4 Believe me you will love it!. Why not let us go backwards too, this would be a
really fun game if it had just a little more to do than move foward. Haha getting run over has never been so fun. Well worth the
buck, I'd pay two if I could move backwards as well ;). Rate this game. Fun Game But Needs LOTS OF DEVELOPMENT!.
Very disappointing - I was hoping that all the glitches had been fixed before this game was released on Steam but apparently
not. The dialogue has no spark, the story telling is boring and game is extremely slow- paced. There is no dash button to use as
in other games. Some of the side quest do not activate, some do not show up in the mission log and some are still shown even
after they have been done. Very frustrating. Glitches very noticable are the fact you can walk through walls, over buildings etc
and this becomes very annoying to say the least. Considering that this is a very old game, it would have been nice for the Dev to
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make sure it was free of all bugs. Also the ending says that there will be a continuation but that has never happened. In a
nutshell. Freedom Cry looks cheap and amateurish. would not recommend this game.. You know, even with how obscure this
game is, it's possibly one of the best strategy games I have ever played just for the pure sake that it's so simple, but so mentally,
strategically challenging. Territory only lasts for so long, since you harvest money from the land, and that land is slowly
destroyed because of it. The war can only go for so long before somebody's section crumbles and falls down into the endless
abyss of clouds.
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